Products and Pricelist*
Every product has its own unique
character; each product is made out of
carefully selected suitable recycled
materials either found, donated or
purchased.

(*Prices are subject to change)

Reclaimed Slate is the basis for all
products; it’s natural, versatile, highly
undervalued and can be very durable,
provided it is properly cared for.
All products come with an instruction
for use; i.e. Installation instructions,
how to best position it and guidelines
for optimal use etc.
If you have any questions, please let
us know and if you are pleased, tell
others!!
All products are made & constructed
towards a high quality standard with
one single aim in mind; stimulating &
enjoying natural life in your area.

If you would like to order one of our products or would like more information
please e-mail/ring us: info@slateandnature.com or 01434-270331
Or you are also welcome at our River Studio at: Park Cottage, West Woodburn,
Northumberland NE48 2SG. We are open every day (all seasons); but
please ring in advance.

Robin / Flycatcher Code:001
Box Great Tit Box Code: 002
Suitable for the Robin,‘Erithacus’,member of
the thrush family o r the (spotted) Fly catcher,
‘Muscicapidae ’, can be spotted as it‘hawks’ its
insects. The box has to be hung in a sheltered
surrounding, f.i. behind a tree.
Voice: ‘singing ’
A triangle shaped ‘o pen cu p nest’ box . Can be
positioned o n the g round, w all, in trees or on a
cliff ledge (predator dependent).
A simple sliding bottom for cleaning ; extremely
durable.

£ 24.50

BlueTit Box Code: 003

Tree Creeper Box Code: 042

Suitable for the Great tit,‘Parus Major’;helping
to avoid caterpillar damage in apple trees, i.e.
chicks need 100 a day .

For the Blue tit, ‘Cyanistes Caerulens’;
recognised by its Azure blue crown with
a dark bleu line through the eye.

Voice: ‘… teacher, teacher… ’

Voice: ‘…teeteetee…’

For the ‘Certhiidae ’; a small bird that often
climbs in a ‘helical’ path u p/do w n the
tree, probing the bark, for insects like
spiders.

A triangle shaped ‘round ho le -32mm’ nesting
box . Can be positioned every 10m at varying
heights (predator dependent). It w ill also
attract other birds.

Similar to the Great Tit box, but with a
28mm- hole. Tits are very agile and will
hang from everywhere. They roost in
trees, walls or in our boxes.

A simple sliding bottom for cleaning ; extremely
durable.

£ 24.50

Voice: a thin high pitch

A simple sliding bottom for cleaning;
extremely durable.

A triangle box with two openings on
either side towards the tree; one is used
as an entrance, the other as ex it!
A simple sliding bottom for cleaning ;
extremely durable.

£ 34.50

£ 24.50
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BTO approved

BarnOwlBox Code:004

Tawny Owl Box Code: 005

Kestrel Box Code: 006

Butterfly Box 1

For the ‘Tyto Alb a ’, a silent flyer, that hunts for
rodents, bats, small birds or insects primarily by
sound due to poor sight.

The ‘S trix Alu c o ‘, a strictly territorial bird,
more accustomed to humans, a relation
which 4,000 year sold.

The ‘Lepidoptera ’, a box to attract the
‘European Peacock’, ‘Tortoise shell’ and others.

Voice: ‘shree’ scream

Voice: male‘o e‘; (response) female ‘u it‘

For the ‘Falco ’, falcon family . These birds are
well adapted to human activity . They are more
bro w n & ‘hover’ in their hunt for prey along
(UK ’s) major roads.

Once a common sight in the 30’s, no w a rare,
spectacular & protected scene (CWA1981) .

A vertical pyramid shaped o w l box with
‘predator safe’ to p.

A durable outdoor/tree/wall box ; now (sadly)
the E lm trees are g one! A two section (easy
annual cleaning !) box with inside a specific
roosting space for 1-3 fledgling s (O w
lets). All
directional entrance, ‘barred‘ platform for wing
training & to stop dropping o u t.

This box can roost min. 6 chickens depending its
supply (i.e. 5 0% v o le’s).

Height: 4-6 m (& lo w disturbance). Use 1” floor
bedding (to scrape) inside.

Appro v ed by a member o f the BTO (British Trust
o f Ornithology ).

£ 117.50

£ 117.50

To be hung at 4-6 m height in a tree.
Usable after filling it 4“ o f forest bedding ; which
the female (only ) scrape’s before season starts.

A large rectangular shaped box with an
observation ho le.
The box is made entirely from slate and is
provided with ‘hanging ’ facilities.
Kestrels don’t make their o w n nests.

£ 117.50

Code: 007

A triangle box , with a STAR shaped entrance, is
to improve your flower garden through insect
pollination.
Provided with a sliding bottom to open and add
the internal roosting material; twigs and some
damp soil .
To attract them by scent/chemical signals,the
butterfly feeds itself with the nectar of fruits,
sodium, salt & minerals (even sweat!). Simply
take an apple and crush it; mix it with (1”) soil.
The apple will start to rot/ferment (no smell)
and attract them.

£29.50
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Butterfly Box 2 Code: 008

Bee Box

Butterflies are small insects, respecting ,
building & defending their territories. Similar to
Bo x 1(Co de 007), but with a violin ‘F-key ’ shaped
entrance.

The ‘Apoidea’/ ‘Megachilidea’ are solitary bees
and in rapid, major decline!

The stems provide the butterfly ‘sunbathing’
power before lift of.
To attract the butterfly; see code
007. £ 29.50

Code: 009

Alfalfa Leaf Cutter Be e , Mason Bee ; both
through carry ing ‘scopa’ on their body, also
called ‘Jelly-bellies’, are very beneficial and for
some plants ‘crucial‘. (Honey Bees pollinate by
baskets; ‘corbicula’)
Another ‘cosmopolitan’ box to pollinate your
flower garden by bees, insects, in their search for
cavities, constructing nests with plant hairs.
The triangle box is filled with pieces of old natural
tree trunk material (untreated)and drilled holes
(especially for the Leaf Cutter). Hung on a wall, it
w ill also attract the Masonry Be e .

£ 29.50

Bat Box Code: 010

Hedgehog Dome Code: 011

The‘Chiroptera’(means‘hand+wing ’). Most
common Pipistrelle in o pen country (grass
areas), theDaubent on near water andNoctule
in hedgerow s, woods.

The ‘Erinaceinae’ (folk name: Urchin )

Bats are good pollinators, seed dispensers for
flora introduction. A triangle box , with a small
rectangular ‘fly -in’ opening in the bottom and a
back wall provided with ‘climbing ’ grooves for
the bat to make it to the top.
A ‘recuperation’ box , as hibernation will always
take place in cosy a ttics or trees; the box needs
to be hung high in trees/w alls just under the
g utter/roof line.

Named after its habitual area(hedge) and pig
like snout(ho g ) and one of the oldest mammals
on Earth; when Dinosaurs were common!
The Dome is made in two separable sections; a
top slate dome sits on a bottom + entrance (for
predator protection) also of reclaimed slate.
Easy for inspection & annual cleaning . Fill the
bottom with 1” duvet ‘hand shredded’ paper.

£ 117.50

Promoting bats; plant night-time flowers to
attract moths.

£ 29.50
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Bird table Table Version Code: 012

Bird table Hanging (code 013H)

Bird table Medium Size Code: 014

Bird Table Commissioned: Co de: 015

Height: 30-35cm/12-14”

Diameter: 40cm/16”

Diameter: 55cm/22”

Height: 75cm/29.5”

Diameter: 40cm/16”

Similar to the Table version but now hanging,
on a 12mm natural rope with pre-split ‘eye’.

Similar to the small tables but 9 sided and
with three trunks to support the canope.
Can be mounted on a separate ‘large‘ trunk
as a pole (also available with led lights).

Diameter: 77cm/30”

£ 195.- (pole/base £ 270.- (+L 350))
Solar Powered Bird table 012(013)

Central feeding section.

Suitable Table Food: Sunflower hearts with
oil/protein; all year, raisins, oat & (smashed)
maize. (from tit to pheasant).
An Octagon shaped table; full slate top &
plateau; centre pole made of an old tree trunk
(with ‘natural’ visual variation; subject to
availability).
Suitable for all seasons and moderate severe
weather conditions; stable & extremely
durable.

£ 114.50
Free standing Bird table (Code 013F):

Similar to the Table Version but on a separate inside, which will lit up at night. It gives a nice
wooden pole and has a base plate, which can and gentle glow to your garden/path.
be attached to or into the ground. . The
£ 175.- ( Hanging version £ 155.-)
height of the pole is

A large, two story, full slate bird table, on four
(reclaimed) wooden supporting pillars.

Special Pole Support for positioning at high
places & wind/gale proof (up to force 10).

£ 575.-

optional. From £ 127.50

£ 94.50
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Bird Bath

Code: 022

Apple / Fat ball Holder Code: 016

Wet birds have difficulty in flying away; position it Apple-Summer: It will attract birds as well as
in a ‘predator safe’ situation with an all around
butterflies e.g. insects.
bird visibility.
Fat ball-Winter: Popular by many birds.
An octagon bath with a shallow & sloped bottom
to provide a zero to safe gradual depth; to avoid
Two solid pieces of slate holding an apple in its
bird bird drowning & sediments dirty particles.
centre to provide nutritious food.
An overall edge to ‘dry’ and auto-overflow
Easy (re-)fill able; both pieces swivel open,
possibility to guarantee a max. water depth.
making a scissor movement, simply pierce the
Bottom provisions are made to attach it to a
pedestal, support or pole.
apple and close; the triangle holds its
shape/apple by weight and far beyond
With (Code 022A or without 022B) a small roof to
‘guard’ the bird whilst pondering & wet feathers. the ‘inner core’ stage.

£ 147.50 (with roof) on pole £177.50
£ 130.-(without roof)

£ 19.50 - in gift box

Diamond Mesh Feeder Code: 017 Fat ball Hanger Code: 018
Suitable Mesh Food; peanuts (high energy
Diameter: Width 19cm/7.5”
content), or fruity particles (large & small). The
Our new, improved, the ‘bird friendly’ fat ball
mesh prevents smaller birds from choking on
hanger; no need for ‘netted’ fat balls;
larger peanut parts.
cheaper. Just drop in the fat ball and it will
Used by all kind of small birds like tits, siskins
stay there even when it reduces in size till it
and finches, as well as woodpeckers.
is completely finished. This size opening will
attract small birds only. Small sized birds will
With the semi-loose lid makes this an easy refill even take shelter inside. On the top, a small,
feeder, without the need of (re-) moving it.
old piece of ‘gutter’ lead, in the shape of a
The feeder can be fixed to the wall or hung on a crown.
string in a tree.
In squirrel active areas; only on a string, away
from climbing areas and/or using a distance bar
(Code051).

£ 29.50

£ 19.50
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Horizontal /Vertical
Mesh Feeder Code: 019
An easy to fill feeder (self-closing lid) which
can be hung Horizontal or Vertical; birds are
very agile and show acrobatic performances.
With the help of anL- shaped bar (Code051),
it will be Squirrel Proof (sold separately).

£ 19.50

Window (Seed) F eeder

Code: 020

IS&N’s most popular product; initially
designed for education; to observe at close
proximity
(0.5m /1.5’) small birds; now for every age young & old-enthusiast; from farm kitchen to
retiring flat at the 1st floor! Suitable Seed
Food; from Nyjer seed, Finch/Siskin, to
sunflower
hearts, mealworms for Tit, Robin, Sparrow,
Blackbird.A pyramid shaped feeder from solid
pieces of slate; its angulated shape is designed
towards an optimal view of the ‘visiting’ bird,
independent from the observers’ position.
Stable hanging (no vibration/sounds),
wind reliable & window remains clean during
all seasons.
Instant positioning & No
tools needed!
(You only have to
make sure your window is
clean. As seen in ‘Escape to the

Squirrel Feeder C o d e : 0 2 1
The ‘Sciuridae’ family has a ’sharp’ nose for
hidden food; according to experts, squirrels
are spending 60-80% of their active time on
foraging and feeding (less 25% by modern
humans).
BUT, the Red, fails the superior spatial
memory (not retracing food) over its Grey
partner and is ENDANGERED.
Suitable Squirrel Food; from nuts, seeds,
conifer cones, fruits, fungi to green
vegetation. Depending of availability
sometimes insects.

The fully slated squirrel box is provided with a
platform and easy moveable lid especially
accommodating the ‘pinching’ behaviour of
the squirrel.
The box can be hung in a tree/against any
rough wall; climbing is their profession.
Re-filling is very easy.
Remark: It is best to keep ‘own food storage’
air tightly sealed, as they will find it!

£ 29.50
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Fluffy Holder Code: 023

Garden & Shrub Tag Code: 024

Seedling Tag Code: 025

GeneralTreeTag Code:026

In urban areas where natural insulation &
constructing material is less easy available,
i.e. towns, this fluffy wool helps birds
insulating & constructing their cup nests.

‘Our tags are S&N foundational product and
already years a success! Even used some UK’s
National Trust properties.

‘Another S&N foundational product and already
for years a success!

‘Famous S&N foundational product and
already for years a success!

Also used by the UK’s National Trust.

Also used by the UK’s National Trust.

Provided in special Gift box of 10 (incl. slate
pencil) or in higher numbers by arrangement.

General Purpose use; from labelling trees to
other objects large and small (i.e. large plants
to key rings).

A triangle shaped hanger, made out of solid
slate, is easy (re-)fill able; it swivels open,
making a scissor movement, and keeps/holds
the fluff on the teethed inside when closed.

£ 17.50

Provided in special Gift box of 5 (incl. slate
pencil) or in higher numbers by arrangement.
These T-shaped tags are designed for general
& heavy use purposes; are bird & weather
proof; can be kept outside all year round.
Pre-Engraved tags (code 024 E), with the 5 most popular
kitchen herbs; Basil-Parsley-Thyme-Mint-Coriander.
Tags are blank (for own text) rear side.

Ideal for Greenhouse uses, i.e. in seedling trays.
Similar text use as the Garden & Shrub Tag, only
without an explicit text area.

£12.50/10pc + slate pencil

Similar text facilities as described for the
Garden & Shrub Tag, only differ in shape;
plain rectangular + hole.

£12.50/5pc + slate pencil

£ 12.50/5pcNon Engraved + slate pencil.
£ 14.50/5pc Pre Engraved + slate pencil

All tags come in a beautiful gift box with slate gift tag.

slateandnature@btinternet.com

Roofing Vase Code: 027

Candle Holder Code: 028

Advert/Menu
Holder Code:036

This contemporary designed vase is to hold
dry as well as wet flowers.

These candleholders are fit for, regular
candles (hole 2.2cm), larger diameter candles
(max. 5cm/2”) and suitable for tea lights.

A stand-alone holder for ‘Table Display
Information‘ made entirely out of slate.

An exploration towards other uses of slate.
This triangular shaped vase is entirely made
out of flat pieces of slate.
It still contains the old slating holes, which
creates the opportunity to ‘individualize’ it,
i.e. A string with objects, stone’s, ring (-s) and
other precious memorabilia.
Available in 2 sizes (Height*Width [in cm]),
027M Medium 24x12 or 027L Large 36x18.

Shaped like a slate flower, the candleholder
was originally designed to match the Roofing
but it is also beautiful on its own or as a set
of three.

£ 12.50/pc

Business Card Holder Code: 037

(No loose parts).
The standard capacity will hold between 1-3
Menu Cards up to size A4. Higher numbers
(wider version by request) will hold more
information sheets or leaflets.

Similar to the Advert/menu Holder but in a
smaller size; able to hold up to size A5.
As standard, this holder can contain 8-12
business cards. Higher containing facility
by request.

£ 19.50

As an additional service it is possible to
‘personalize’ and have the front/back/side
engraved.

M: £ 29.50
L : £ 39.50
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Slate Wall Plate & Hooks
Code: 043

KeyHolder Small Code: 044

Get organised using a natural slate hook

Dimension: 19x8cm/7.5x3“.

that beautifully complements its interior

This slate plate with 4 permanently fixed slate
pegs is provided with 2 holes to screw it
against the wall. These (more protruding) pegs
are ‘rigid’ mounted for safety reasons.

background, being it a serene white paint
or marble tiling.
Dimension: 33x8cm/13x3“.
A natural slate wall plate, rough top edge,
with 5 strong pegs as a hang facility, i.e. for
towels (bathroom), utensils (kitchen),
storage (key’s) etc.

£18.50(1peg)
£19.50 (2pegs)
£21.50
(3
pegs) £24.50(4

Light
Weight K-holder Code:
045

Pyramid
PaperweightCode:
038

Dimension: 21x11cm/8.5x4.5”.

Promotion (Customised) / Game material.

Another wall plate, but with a slightly larger
back plate to avoid markings / scratches
when hanging keys. These pegs are only fit
moderate movements.

A natural stone pyramid made out of ‘4
equilateral sided‘ slate triangles. Each-All
sides can be engraved for PR usesor as a
random selector (dice).

£ 24.50

£ 24.50

The pegs are also slate & robustly designed;
rigid ‘fixed’ to the plate..

£ 29.50
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Coasters & Placemats Code: 089

Octagon Tea Coaster Set

Octagon Coaster

Code: 040

Code: 051

Mind Game ‘Tangram’ Code: 041

Diameter: ..cm/..”

Originated in China and introduced in 1818 to
the West when the first instruction booklets
were printed; ‘the Seven Pieces of Cleverness
or ‘Wisdom Board'.

The coaster set, one large(051) & 4 small
coasters(089) are beautifully packaged in a
Coasters & Placemats are made from NEW slate transparent foil Gift-wrap.
for hygiene reasons and are impregnated to
Dimensions: 8cm/3” & 22cm/8.5“.
give a durable finish.
£ 32.50
Other sizes, quantities or personalisation by
arrangement.
Coasters (square)& Placemats (A4 size).

Coasters £12.50/4
Placemats £ 30.-/4.

Similar to the smaller coasters; this is one
large size octagon coaster to cover a
teapot, coffee can or any other hot kitchen
container.

£ 19.50

Instruction booklet provided.
The game consists of 7 easy geometrical
shapes, which complete a simple square.
The fascination is in how you bring shapes
together and slowly stirring your imagination.
By inventing new outlines, figurative and
dynamic shapes, will transform into objects
and living creatures.

£ 29.50
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Personally Engraved
Commemoration Tags &
Plaques

Engraving Services Code: 029
We don’t use/apply lettering machines; each
text/number and decoration will be
‘Handmade’ and to a high quality standard.
Each sign is cut from reclaimed roofing slate,
which means that small irregularities in
colour, and surface texture will be present
which ads to its natural character.
However, clean & new, slate can be used on
request. Mounting material can be included.
Being one of the very first uses of slate,
engraved slate, these decorations have been
around us for many hundreds of years.

We specialise in ‘Personalised’ Engraved Slate,
from House names, Shop Information Signs,
Traffic & Tourist Symbols/Pictograms, to
‘yours only’ displays.
Standard font: most WordPerfect fonts are
possible; I do it by hand. Filling in by paint on
request (at extra costs). Customer Requests
are welcome.

-with/without decoration(-s)-

‘non-engraved’

Special designs, dimensions and shapes on
request.

Other dimensions/shapes on request.

Each design will be made to your
satisfaction!
The engraved (background) surface can be
natural/rough or polished/smooth.

Prices of house signs start at £ 70.Height, size & overall complexity will
determine the costs; not the overall length of
your text (I am not fussy about a few letters
extra...).

Message
Board / Sign Code:
046

Dimension: 20*8cm/8*3“.
A single plain rectangular slate panel to
write your own texts, messages etc.
The panel is provided with mounting holes
(unless without is requested).

Prices on request.
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Attendance Board/Sign

Code:

Pre Engraved Sign

Code: 030

Pre Engraved Sign

Code: 031

Pre Engraved Sign

Code: 032

047
Attendance Board/Sign:
Other dimensions/shapes on request.
Similar to the Message Board/Sign but
provided with a storage slot and cord for the
accompanied slate pen.

£19.50

‘Beware of the Dog’

‘I am in the Greenhouse’

‘I am in the Garden’

(or Dogs when requested)

Similar to 030

Similar to 030

Beautifully packaged in a transparent Giftwrap.

£19.50

£19.50

The panel is provided with two mounting
holes and two brass screws.
Dimension: roughly 22 *8cm/8.5*3“.
A single rectangular slate panel with a preengraved text.

£19.50
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Pre Engraved Heart Sign
‘Sundial with dual numerals
This Sundial has turnable inserts,
Summer Romans on one side or Arabic
numerals for Winter time. No
repositioning or moving around each
Spring/Autumn when we change our
clocks!!. The hand is made of recycled
water tank copper.

Small £ 145, Large £ 157

Pe
Peanut

butter box

This peanut butter box is very popular
with the little birds. Just put a peanut
butter pot inside and see how they enjoy
it.

£ 27.50

Heart Shaped Sign

Code: 048

Code: 049
‘New Slate New Life’

-Blanco-

Recently adopted as a ‘green’ wedding token
The panel is provided with two mounting
between newly vowed partners at ‘Woodhill
holes and two brass screws.
Hall’ wedding services (www.woodhillhall.co.uk)
Similar to 048
Engraved, each label is connected to their tree
A heart shaped slate panel with a preand planted in the Halls dedicated ‘Wedding
engraved text.
Forest’.

£27.50

Dimension: 16x16cm/6.5x6.5”.
Cut from reclaimed slate, it provides the
opportunity, with or without a text, to express
ones feelings towards the other in a very special
format.

£ 22.50
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Pre Engraved Multiple
Heart Shaped Door Sign
Code: 050

Anti Squirrel Deterrent
Code: 051

Ribbon Door Sign, engraved WELCOME.
The ribbon is 1” wide and in Red or Green
Gingham.
A traditional ribbon with separate ‘single
letter’ hearts to be mounted on a door as
special decoration during the festive Christmas
season.
Other texts possible on request.

£ 29.50

L-Shaped steel bar, with two ring (wall) screws.
This length will refrain attempts made by
squirrels to catch/climb on the
horizontal/vertical feeder.

£ 9.50

True Owl Box

Heart Shaped Slate Tea
Table

Code: 058

For a True or ‘typical’ owl.
Voice: screeching
This our simple large triangle shaped
‘cosmopolitan’ owl box with an entrance
hole of 10 cm.
True owls, nest in tree trunks or even old
woodpecker nests.
A simple sliding bottom for cleaning.

£ 65.-

A two leaf tea table in the shape of a Heart.
The leg structure is made from an ‘as found'
piece of an old & reclaimed tree. More
branches are used to improve stability. The
table top is made from one (or more) pieces
of reclaimed slate. To increase sturdiness,
small supportive hearts are fitted between
surfaces. Each design is ‘unique & a one-off'.
To see what currently is available, ask for
information. We are happy to send you
pictures. This photo is an example (has been
sold)! Rough dimensions; Height 60 cm x
Width 50 cm.

Price s from £ 130.(there is also a Leaf Table, code 060)
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Slate Table Tray

Code: 055

Plant Pot

Code: 056

Rough dimensions; approx. Height 25 cm x
25 cm.

These plant pots are now available in3
sizes and can be used outside (to make
plants & pot weather&winter proof;
we/you can drill a drainage hole in it) or
inside use. Largest is for a regular
houseplant , like pansies. The small size
is very suitable to grow your own herbs
in the kitchen . Or, the medium is
perfect for ready bought herb plants

Prices from £ 35.-

. Small (H:10 cm)

The support is made from 'as found' pieces of
an old & reclaimed tree, like the bird & tea
table designs.
Different designs & different surfaces
possible; top(T) & bottom(B) hearts;
1top(T)1bottom(B), or 2T1B, 3T1B, .....

£ 12.50

Fish 22”

House Sparrow Box

Code: 057

Code: HS

Living along a river, like us?
An artistic fish in 14 separate moving
slate parts. Cut in a flexible grating
‘segment’ structure. Each patina or
texture of the reclaimed slate is
unique; to mimic the scales of a fish.

Living Communal, 3 separate units (each paying its
own rent!)
All our boxes can be cleaned easily, just remove
the bottom (it slides out) and clean the box.

Dimensions: 56 cm long.

£ 69.50

£ 79.50

Medium (H:16cm) £ 19.50
Large (H:21cm)

£ 27.50

Set of3(SML) £ 55.-
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Buttons

Code: 058

The sky is the limit; all possible slate
buttons can be made, from circular to star,
from heart to diamond shapes!! With as
many holes as you like.
Standard, a few circular buttons are made:
Round 31mm and 18mm.

Slug Deterrent

The very last step in the S&N production
process; crushing the left overs bits. Slugs
aren’t keen to crawl over sharp surfaces.
Crushed for you in a small bag.

Five shapes (round, square,
diamond, heart, triangle)
Roughly 30mm & 2 holes: £15
Or bespoke shapes on request.

Leaf Table

Bespoke Models

Code: 060

The second table that is made from
natural materials, but with table tops in
the shape of a tree leaf.
Again, each table is unique and a one-off.
Each product can be further
‘Personalised’ and be engraved with
texts, names, logo’s etc.

31mm & 4 holes :£7/ 4pc
18mm & 2 holes: £7.50/6pc

Code: 059

Orientation prices:
£12.50 / bag

2 Top Leafs: from £135.3 Top Leafs: from £155.-

Code: 061

Being a keen collector of vintage & classic
vehicles, large and small, it was noticed that
in ‘model’ world no slate motorcycle was
available! Size: scale 1:18, on request it can
be personalized with registration number.
A first series of 7 have sold; low quantity
production, a new batch production (10pcs)
will be undertaken at sufficient request;
please ask for information on availability.

£34.50 (scale 1:14)
Numberplate engraving free
Other bespoke designs are possible (Ask for
details on ready finished projects: from
Helicopters to Monumental sites etc.)
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Tags, Hanging Model

Code: 062

Made in small batches, these gardeners
bespoke designed tags are made for hanging in
small shrubs or trees. The area for writing is
slightly larger than the standard soil tags.

£ 17.50 / 5 pc plus slate pencil

Post or Letter Box Code: 65

Dog Poo bag Holder Code: 063

Slate Mirror

Are you also irritated by irresponsible canine
owners leaving behind their unpleasant
habitual signature? You can install a sign, but
wouldn’t it be better to ‘gently’ offer to help...
Inside, easy installable bag holder (up to 200)
suitable for doggy bags, nappy disposable
bags; widely & cheap available.

Looking at the availability of
affordable mirrors; this reclaimed
slate mirror is yours with a smile!
Even the mirror glass is RECLAIMED
mirror glass!

This neighbourhood friend hung at the ‘critical
spot’; no excuses; always one at hand. The
holder can easily be attached to a wall or
pole. Also handy for yourselves (f.i. at your
back door).

£ 52.50

non-engraved or £ 57.50
engraved, with your dogs name, house,
company or Council/village name.

Code: 064

The mirror has an invisible hanging
facility (can immediately hung).
Bespoke designs are possible, but we
have a standard range (Medium M &
Small S size), subject to (mirror glass)
availability. Current Outer Dimensions
are M: 25 * 50 cm, S: 26 * 34 cm.

M: £ 49.50, S: £ 39.50

A Post or Letter box entirely made out of slate.
The sturdy box is weatherproof and can contain
large, padded, A4 sized envelopes, newspapers
etc. The lid is non-locked and windproof &
angulated to avoid snow/debris build-up.
Additionally, the lid & front can be engraved
with the property name, logos at request.
Locking facility can be added on request.
Dimensions:

L:

M: H: 31 cm, W: 46.5 cm, D: 9.5 cm.

H: 31cm, W 46.5cm, D: 12 cm

L £ 80.- (Other sizes available)
Engraving £ 30.- / Lock £ 30.-

slateandnature@btinternet.com

100% Slate Construction

100% Slate Construction

Mousy Cheese board

Dark Sky (Association approved) Lights &
Armatures

Dining Table Lamp

New New

New New

To support our effort in ‘Combating Light Pollution S&N has developed a range
of Dark Sky Armatures which are now DSA approved.

Decorative lamp for in the house or conservatory.

The lamp has one light source, plug & play version: (240v/12v) Driver is
included. Glowing Light Output Wattage 20 Watts, Electric Consumption
Wattage 1.8 Watts.
LED light, (Yellow) Daylight Colour, warmth grade 3000K.
The lamp is weatherproof; IP44 rating
100% Slate, no wearable parts; warranty: 5yrs guarantee.
Remark: Details, more pictures on request!

£125,-

Code:101

This lamp has 3 lights, and is ready to fit or ‘plug &
play’:
Light wattage 60 Watts (bright working level),
consumption 5.4 Watts, LED Lights, Daylight Colour
(3000K).

Our latest ‘Christmas Gift’ arrival:
The Mousy Cheese platter board.
This Mousy Cheese platter is made from New
(redundant) British slate.
The handle is made in the shape of a mouse - including
his (or hers!) engraved tail.

100% Slate, no wearable parts; warranty: 5yrs
guarantee

Can be pre-treated with special wax to give it this lovely
dark shine and doesn’t stain easily.

Remark: Detailed, more pictures on request!

£ 37.50 (incl . gift box)

£195.- incl. 3 Lamps & Driver;

slateandnature@btinternet.com

